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Please make sure that the printed pages in this question paper are 12 in number and it 

contains 20 questions. 

 

 

 

 

The Code No. and Set on the right side of the question paper should be written by the 

candidate on the front page of the answer-book. 

 

  

Before beginning to answer a question, its Serial Number must be written. 

 

  

Don’t leave blank page/pages in your answer-book. 

 

 

 

Except answer-book, no extra sheet will be given. Write to the point and do not strike 

the written answer. 

 

  

Candidate must write their Roll Number on the question paper. 

 

 

 

Before answering the questions, ensure that you have been supplied the correct and 

complete question paper, no claim in this regard, will be entertained after 

examination. 
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General Instructions:- 

(i) There are 20 questions in all. 

(ii) All questions are compulsory. 

(iii) Question No. 1 consists of fifteen (i-xv) objective type questions each of 

1 mark.  

(iv) Questions No 2 to 09 are very short answer type questions and carry 2 

marks each.  

(v) Questions No 10 to 17 are short answer type questions and carry 3 marks 

each.  

(vi) Question No 18 to 20 are long answer type questions and carry 5 marks 

each.  

(vii) There is no overall choice. However an internal choice has been 

provided in all three questions of 5 marks each. You have to attempt 

only one of the given choices in such questions.  

(viii) Use of calculator is not permitted.  

 

lkekU; funsZ’k%&  

(i) dqy 20 iz”u gSA 

(ii) lHkh iz”u vfuok;Z gSA 

(iii) igys iz”u esa (i-xv) 15 oLrqfu’B iz”u gS izR;sd 1 vad dk gSA  

(iv) iz”u la[;k 2 ls 09 vfr y?kq vÙjkRed iz”u gS izR;sd 2 vad dk gSA 

(v) iz”u la[;k 10 ls 17 y?kq vÙjkRed iz”u gSA izR;sd 3 vad dk gSA 

(vi) iz”u la[;k 18 ls 20 nhFkZ vÙjkRed Ikz”u gSA izR;sd 5 vad dk gSA  

(vii) iz”u i= esa dksbZ fodYi ugha gSA ;|fi 5 vad o lHkh iz”uksa esa vkarfjd fodYi fn, 

x, gSA bu lc iz”uksa esa vkidks ,d fodYi pquuk gSA 

(viii) vad x.kd dk iz;ksx oftZr gSA  

SECTION-A 

 

Q.1. (i) The SI unit of Intensity of electric field is-      1X5=15 

(a) N/C (b) VM (c) C/N (d) J/C 

SI 

(a) N/C (b) VM (c) C/N (d) J/C 

(ii)  What is the charge on a metal when 5 electrons are removed from it? 

(a) 1.6x10
-19

 c (b) zero (c) 16x10
-19

 c (d) 8.0x10
-19

 c 

(a) 1.6x10
-19

 c (b) zero (c) 16x10
-19

 c (d) 8.0x10
-19

 c 
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(iii) An a α-particle having charge +2e enters in  a magnetic field B making an angle 30 

with the direction of magnetic field with speed v. The magnetic force on particle is 

(a) 2evB  (b) evB (c) ½ evB   (d) 3 evB 

+2e v

(a) 2evB  (b) evB (c) ½ evB   (d) 3 evB 

(iv) Calculate conductance of a wire with resistance 5mΩ?  

5mΩ

(v) Which model of atom suggests that atom is a spherical cloud of positive charge with 

electrons embedded in it.  

(vi) The magnetic field at a distance a from a straight conductor of infinite length carrying 

current I is given by:- 

(a) u0I   (b) u0I  (c) u0nI   (d)  Zero

           2πr         2r

I 

r 

(a) u0I   (b) u0I  (c) u0nI   (d) 

                 2πr         2r

(vii) An electric lamp is rated at 50W and 220v supply find the current following through 

the bulb. 

50W and 220v

(viii) The working of an optical fibre depends on :- 

(a) Reflection (b) Total internal reflection (c) Refraction (d) None of these 

 

(a)  (b)  (c)  (d) 
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(ix) A certain part of electromagnetic waves is used for cooking. Name that part. 

(x) 32p            32S + B
-
 +  x  in this nuclear reaction. What does x stand for? 

     15            16  

 

     32p            32S + B
-
 +  x            x

     15           16

(xi) The formula for energy of photon in terms of wavelength λ is given by __________ 

λ __________ 

(xii) If the frequency of the incident radiation in a photocall is increased, how does the 

stopping potential very? 

(xiii) Given total energy of electron in ground state of hydrogen atom is -13.6ev . What 

are the values of K.E. and P.E. in this state? 

-13.6ev 

? 

(xiv) Net charge on n-type semiconductor is_________. 

n- ____________

(xv) Two thin lances of power + 5D and -10D are in contact. What is the focal length of 

combination? 

 + 5D  -10D 

 

(SECTION – B) 

Q-2. Two coherent sources whose intensity ration is 25:1 produce interference fringes.    

Calculate ratio of intensity of maxima and minima in the fringe system.                            2 
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Q.3. Define the coefficient of self induction. Give its units. State the factors on which the 

self inductance of a coil depends.                                                                                        2 

Q.4. Draw the sketch of variation of resistivity with temperature in the following.           2 

(i) copper 

(ii) Silicon 

Q..  

(ii)  

Q.5. What is an electric dipole?  Write down the formula for torque acting on electric 

dipole placed in uniform electric field.                                                                                 2 

Q-6. In which position in a magnetic field will the potential energy of magnetic dipole 

become:-                                                                                                                               2 

(i) minimum  (ii)maximum 

(i)  (ii) 

Q-7. Write the truth table for the given circuit:-                                                                   2 
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Q-8. Obtain Bohr’s quantization condition for angular momentum of electron orbiting in 

nth orbit in hydrogen atom on the basis of wave picture of electron using de-Broglie 

hypothesis.                                                                                                                             2 

n
th

Q-9. List the factors on which the capacitance of parallel plate capacitor depend.             2 

(SECTION – C) 

Q-10. What is an ac electric generator? Draw a labeled diagram for it. Deduce an 

expression for induced emf and induced current in ac generator.                                        3 

ac ac 

Q-11. State Gauss’s Law in electrostatics. Use it to determine electric field due to 

uniformly charged thin spherical shell.                                                                                 3 

Q-12. Explain the principle of potentiometer. Draw a labelled circuit diagram to compare 

emf of two cells.                                                                                                                    3 
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Q-13 (i) An ac voltage Ԑ = Ԑ0 sinwt is applied across an inductor L. Obtain an expression 

for the current I. Show the phase relationship between current and voltage in a phasor  

diagram.                                                                                                                                 3 

(ii) What is inductive reactance? A 100 HZ, ac is flowing in a 14 mH coil. Find its 

reactance.  

(i) Ԑ = Ԑ0 sinwt (inductor) 

(ii) 100 HZ

14 MH

Q-14. In an electromagnetic wave propagating along the x direction, the magnetic field 

oscillates at a frequency of 3X10
10  

HZ and has an amplitude of 10
-7

 T. acting along the y-

direction.                                                                                                                               3 

(i) What is the wavelength of the wave? 

(ii) Write the expression representing the corresponding oscillating E. 

x 

10
-7

 T 3X10
10  

HZ y

(i) 

(ii) 

Q-15. Plot the graphs showing the variation of photoelectric current with anode potential 

in the following cases.                                                                                                           3 

(i) Two light beams of same wavelength but different intensity.  

(ii) Two light beams of different frequencies but same intensity. 

(i)   

(ii) 
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Q-16. State the laws of radioactive decay. Define the term decay constant for a radioactive 

substance. How is it related to half file?                                                                               3 

  

Q-17 (i) Show by ray diagram how a totally reflecting prism of glass can be used to 

deviate a ray of light through 90
0
 and 180

0
?                                                                         3 

(ii) The refractive index of material is 1.33 calculated speed of light in this material. 

90
0
  180

0 

(ii) 

(SECTION – D) 

Q-18 (i) State Biot Savart’s  law. Use it to determine magnetic field at axial pt of current 

carrying coil.                                                                                                                         5 

(ii) Consider a tightly wound 100 turn coil of radius 10 cm carrying current 1A. What is 

the magnitude of magnetic field at the centre of coil.

(ii) cm

1A

OR 

Derive a formula for the force between two parallel straight conductors carrying current in 

opposite directions and write the nature of force. Hence define an ampere.  

(ii) A current of  5A flows through each of two parallel long wires. These wires are 2.5 cm 

apart. Calculate the force acting per unit length of wire.  

(ii) 2.5 cm

5A
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Q-19. What do you mean by the rectifier? Explain the working of P-n diode as a hall wave 

and full wave rectifier with the help of a diagram draw the shape of input and output 

waveforms in case of help wave as well as full wave rectifier.                                            5 

P-n

OR 

Draw a circuit diagram to study characteristics of transistor (npn) in common emitter 

configuration. Draw the sketch of (a) input characteristics and (b) output characteristics 

for this configuration.  

(i) npn CE 

(ii) (a) (II) 

Q-20 (i) What do you mean by polarisation? What type of waves can be polarised ? 

Explain polarisation by reflection and hence deduce brewster’s law.                                 5 

(ii) Calculate refractive index if angle of Polarisation is 45
0
.   

(ii) 

OR 

Draw a ray diagram for the formation of image of distant object by an astronomical 

telescope in normal adjustment position. Deduce the expression for its magnifying power. 

Write two basic features which can distinguish between a telescope and compound 

microscope.  

(Normal 

adjustment) 

 


